Tennis Match Results
Lawrence Tech vs Huntington
Aug 23, 2017 at Huntington, Ind.
(Huntington Tennis Courts)

Huntington 9, Lawrence Tech 0

**Singles competition**
1. Constance Golz (HUWT) def. Sabrina Mateos (LTWT) 3-6, 6-4, 10-7
2. Meg Dolde (HUWT) def. Anusha Varundandi (LTWT) 0-6, 6-3, 6-3
3. Lanae Singleton (HUWT) def. Samantha Kohn (LTWT) 6-3, 6-1
4. Charlotte Seth (HUWT) def. Carolyn McCullen (LTWT) 6-2, 6-1
5. A Eustifeeva (HUWT) def. Maria Alvarez (LTWT) 7-5, 7-5
6. Lisa Colling (HUWT) def. Sarah Burgess (LTWT) 6-0, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Constance Golz/Meg Dolde (HUWT) def. Sabrina Mateos/Anusha Varundandi (LTWT) 8-1
2. Lanae Singleton/Lisa Colling (HUWT) def. Carolyn McCullen/Samantha Kohn (LTWT) 8-2
3. A Eustifeeva/Charlotte Seth (HUWT) def. Maria Alvarez/Sarah Burgess (LTWT) 8-1

Match Notes:
Lawrence Tech 0-1
Huntington 1-0
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (4,3,2,1,5,6)